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I. Introduction 

Macroeconomic theory is often portrayed as being divided into two rival camps: these who concentrate on the lews of cupee tae 
supply (production Capacity and output), and Seer sania tare nce oe 
dominant role of effective demand. The first group amp ici aaa explicitly treats “goregate demand as a subsidiary Speech a eee the second does the same for aggregate supply. In its mos eae 
form, this difference is Presented as the dichotomy Petvgen LS 
law (aggregate Production generates its own demand) and Keynes’? o Kalecki’s Law {aggregate demand induces its own supply).9 

The trouble with such a dichotomy is that Meee 3 Suchaeuaes 
into neither camp. He emphatically rejects Say’s eee tion that 
19993 Foley, 1993) But he also rejects the FORE ary ie HSrend 
capitalist accumulation is ultimately limited by Stiectise Baa es 
He argues instead that both aggregate supply one Se eee 
themselves regulated by more basic. factors. Because Fe eee fe Production is fundamentally anarchic, this eee Spneeee 
Characterized by constant shochks and discrepancies. — on The end 
the inner mechaniems of the system continue to operate. ipplyand 
result is a turbulent and erratic pattern in Hhien i 
demand endlessly ©ycele around an underlying grow = =e eqnani 1979 
CBleaney, 1976, Ch. 63 Shaikh, 19798,pp. 231-232; Garegnani, ’ PP. 183-1857 

The Conventiona 
is evidentally inade 
iS required. Tt 
alternative 

s feynes’ aw 
1 OPPesition between Say’s ee ee eae Quate to Marx's approach. A ee Poeun on #s the aim of this paper to show that suc = itical 

can be constructed. In this regard, the muueeace 

element turns out to be the linkage between one 
expenditures ang the fi Nence needed to carry them er Me meee 

central weakness in Reyes) ie the 

t ve demand, since they typ2 Cal lyases feedback 
implications of this crucial issue. More importantly, Ens atural 

between deficit finance, debt and accumulation provides = eee he 

foundation for a Macroeconomic model of cyclical growth in ‘ eystem. 

both the Cycle and the Srowth trend are intrinsic to the sys 
The resulting SCenariga _ scription: iS very similar to Marx’s Roar | geeuth 

supply and demang fluctuate erratically around a cyclica the 
Path whose trend is itsel¢ ultimately regulated ee uk 

peeftitability of the System, By contrast, conventional eee an mand 9enerally find the system to be lobe eo é ara 
ex cpt in the fortuitous Presence of exogencous qeouc ty im bet 

as technical change, POpUlatian growth and bursts of innovat . CM Vlineauy (1984), Pp. 87-99.) : 

us to identify a 
treatments Of effecti 

It is important to note that our present analysis is sea ees 

SGlely with the relation betueen effective demand end accumulat é 
potential any Changes in technology or BORE EL As: This is ae 

Production, and Cf fective demand, and cycles, Such a focu the factors Which ch 

in the absence of brofitability,. 
schemes of re @hac omain occupied by Sa s 

by Kovhea’ a eee Of QuEpUt; Te een and by Falechits theary of oa 
Sis a Necessary preluce to the SUS res ic “N96 the underlying trends of the economy =



ultimatery transform normal Qrowth into a general crisis. es 
while the theory of business Cycles falls within the scope of at 
Peper, the theory of Nang waves and depressions lies outside of it- The remeinder 
Part -T up deeclap 
Marx, 

of this psper is divided into two parts. er a general framework within which we can comps d ; Pevces, and) Kalecki | on effective demand, finance oie 
investment, The framework which we will use is grounded in eraene 
schemes of reproduction, in Chipman’s (1951) illuminating bree of Keynesian flews, snd in the Pioneering el aborations of ia Marxian schema by Dumenil (1977) and Foley (1983). This veer 
Seove wus Hol track not only commodity flows and their needs Sounterparts, but 4lso the crucial linkages between accumulat? S“penditures, finance and bank credit. 

' Our general framework reveals two crucial differences ce Ene 
Mars snd Keynes/Kalecki, The first of these has to da with hen 
mode by which effective demand is assumed to be financed. ts 

Marx» introduces th 
. 

i al 

2 S question of the reproduction of social capital, 
he quite explicitly abs 1 stracts from credit, so that both bere 
and business e*penditures are assumed to be financed out of Se aeen 
revenue. This is why we do not encounter a multiplier effect ery 
when he is tracing out the consequences of an increase in the ne Of sggregate investment expenditures.9 CBleaney (1976), PP- hile 107). Keynes and Kalecki, on the other hand, assume that ess 
Personal Expenditures are limited by Current revenues eden SApenditures can be maintained at any desired level ee 
borrowing. But while this latter assumption of unGOnStr ae mn S@ficit finance is crucial to the “independence of investment nee 
Savings" and its associated multiplier effectd CAsimakope og 1983)], neither Keynes nor Kalecki ever really connect bene to any subsequent debt service Payments, In an important amie Asimshosulas (1933) demonstrates that they tend instead ta 3h? attention to the determination of the j 

        

nterest rate. Though and cannot pursue it here, it can be shown that the Keynesian t 
Faleckian scenarios are 

the string?’ essumption that business ex 
2 2 pe $ 9rewing burden of debt servi s 

' 
t he dark side of Ke 

But the question of credit is because there is an equally importan analysis of accumulation. Marx Portrays individual capitals f “g9ressive and expansive, impelled ever upward by the hope ne greater profits and the threat of competitors, Growth is therefor an inherent aspect of production Plans, and depending on the balance of Supply and demand, it is the trend of production which 1S adjusted Upward or downward. If Contrast to thie beth Keynes and Falechi implicitly assume etatic Production Alans so that any imbelance between supply and demand feed beck on the vavel (rather than the trend) of production. EGrenCe in the erestment, OF freducticn plans is at least as important Ree Hee wage (AA he treatment of finance, 

5 rys SMly one half of the ae 

as 

This di¢ 

Part II of the Paper utilises oy- a Veeral schema to develop 

ta
 

simple but powerful macroeconomic model Oe pen caeee a dE CMTERG In effect, the feedback between deficit rita ay S PaRGGER accumulation binds both aggregate supply and Peet lene SARFTAESE path which is itself ultimately regulated by iiakchpeeeeasa profitabil. ty of the system, At the same time, | a Gane Rsae discrepancies generated by the anarchy of Gaba arte, eerie ca keep the system constantly off this growth path. The Bet, Tee a series of erratic fluctuations whose center of greéevi oT ; ie endlessly around the growth path. The structure of this eget relatively new, since it combines Marx’s emphasis on profitabi an as the engine of growth with Frisch’s work an Puen caster coe generator of cycles.3 CMullinguas (1984), pp. ai cat betes p- 146, footnote 1] Its results are also relative y ye es Wend until recently it has net been possible to derive both cy growth from the came set of relations.2 CMullineaux (1944), pp. 
87-89.) 

I. Aggregate Demand, Supply, and Finance. 

In order toa highlight the underlying structure ane eule relations involved, we will abstract from all except kers and 
essential relations, Thus, we will assume that both ae Week Capitalist consume out of their respective current Rerecn® beat the (wages and-dividends), but that only capitalists FAME GAE and 
unit of time is the came as the average period of ago a "aa 
that all finds borroweg in a particular period must be pai ieee with interest, in the next period. More importantly, eee as 
make the comparison betucen Marx and Keynes/Falecki as § mee? ald 
Possible, we will take the wage rate, the interest ieee cae in 
Prices as constant even in the face of persistent _imba aCe a demand and supply in the respective marhets- This ic in 
squarely within the domain o¢ modern effective demand EE aaa " and which the burden of adjustment to discrepancies between era veers 
demand is shifted entirely Onto changes in output and © enp, 
and as we shall see, implicitly Gnto liquidity. 

What then remains is the core of the framework yarrae encompass the differing treatments of supply and demand " at ae Keynes and Kalecki. And this Core can in turn be reduce a ee essential relations: 9Ne between current supply and dema eggregate output, as “ (positive summarized by the current level of  (f 
or negative) excess demand £ stween anticipated “3 and the other, eaduepere level of 
uses and sources of ¢ &S summarized by the curr (positive or negative) borrowing ER t* 

unds, 

1. Aggregate Supply ‘ 

Because the unit of 
Period, the currently ay 
used in the previous Peri the inputs used 

time ics the came as the averege Praducsyen 
Aailable supply @. is the product of ae 

We 3 i111 assume tha od. Following Rarx., we wi th 
ab Ehe last PEriod pies as same as those purcheced 

a



in that period. This really amounts to saying that the tie ee Planned and actual production is strong enough for us to ome ignore the emall discrepancies between purchases and use of inputs in any one peried, 

Siven that Mm 
Purchased in the 
e:penditure on 

is the aggregate money value of materials previous period, wW is the corresponding wages, and DEP, is ttf, current depreciation #llowance, then current potenkial profit Pp is simply Ene difference betucen Current aggregate supply and eee costs. This 
Potential profit Bis simply the money form of aggregate sure Values) and) actual profit wii) equal it only when sales equa cutput.9 (For a discuecsion of the relation of maney profits to *99regate surplus Value, sere Shaikh, 1994] In any case, we can 
write aggregate supply as ; 

: 
T.1 a, = Mey = Wey + DEP, + PY 

=. Aggregat® Finance 

In what Follows, we “ill treat 

  

  

  

s lending &ving) as mediated by the banking seope ae ee ges, we will sesume that this sector is Willing and able to fulfill the needs of businesses and private individuals without having te change the i ste. This replicates tHe" Keynesian “and we1eckian that finance be freely gotten (or lending be freely : st some given rate of interest below the potential rate o AS Asimakopulos POints out, 5+ is this assumed ack 
fins constraint upon Planned investment WHECH is the real secret of their notion that investment is Tadd endent from savings 9 [Agimalopulos (1983), p, 22>, BReHGe ts (fre See also PP. 223-227) 

Over any Period t, the Sun business sector is Simply the ag (planned supply) @Q 
receipts on past len 
treating 
more 

e n of Expected revenues of th 
9regate og utp d for sale is? Plus any reflux of eee Sos interest 

“a. (MoWeVer, Since we shall be explicitly 
the payment of finance Charges a5 a ise sof funds it is convenient ta count financial receipts seo as = finance charge. On this basis, the total me ooats is Sxpected « = funds +} 

Simply the total output O,- pected source of 

On the ether hand, over the Sas Z uses Sf funds must encempess five bacic eeeeeee rene beens Plenges iG fepltal expenditures for materiale jy and ficce W ie Ge purch2s24 in this period tin order to produce‘ output pe fal and/or FoF inventory adjustment in the next Period), eal tee capital = penditures for gross investment in Signe: = * equipment oe tt Third, the Payment of finance Charges ¢ ; whieh ce eee currently Sue principal sand inte t charges on pre> when ABGetive, the current + 

Some 

        

nt Bee Past borrowing (or iere i cho de ener and interest revent lending). Fourth, di sburcemintes of dividends fF Lo ts for whom Shey will sepyus Ai ice © and 
’ 

; wet ¥@ 45 current income: anned changes inn ney Peserve levels CMR, . 
ft 

= 
-@ 

12 B= M, é We + 16, + FL, + R, + CMR 
tu -: t 

= ion in Flanned output can be destined for sales or tae capes 
final goods inventories. Since current circula 2, isn they expenditures M, + WL are the precursors of penn ee ee P pean already embody planned adjustments to inventory stocks. adjustments to money stocks are different, however, eho weer determinants are not subsumed under those of at moe t esuecene disbursments. This is why CMR, appears as a ercoee = aretate above. Finally, it is mast impor fant ta Recognise ee eee oe 
plans must first be financed if the, are to be carrie ot " appear means that whenever internal sources of funds eo, go = to F4 sufficient to cover the uses planned, it will be hecessary 3 Sato recedes the gap by prior borrowing. Borrowing therefore  p expenditure, 

Combining equations I.1 and 1.2, we get 

By = M, + We + 1G, + Re e RK, + CHR, - Qa, 

. oo Mm + We Mot Ww + 1G, * Ee RR + Chk, t-1 toi 
+ DEP, +P.) 

qi = 'P = a = ) + F, + CMR t 
cm, M4? + (Wy, Wey? + (1G, DEP, t t 

tes Oe * Ee Fy ok RA, + cnr, - F, 
where 

Hy i ital 
= a - == 7 of circulating capi 

A, im, My) + (Wy We? = accumulation 

YY = TG LDEP = 

investment jis 

net accumulation of fixed capital emeukingyeenee net fixed investment? Cstrictly Poe oe nt and 
the difference between gross fixed inves eee 

current retirements 1k . Fut we shall abstract abe reciation difference between current retirements and Cunfere ipa 
allowances DEP. 50 that Ty Can stand for net investm=' 

F ui . 
J ; due t Finances charges = Principal due + interest 

ata 
italists 

R, = Dividend Payments = personal incame of capi 

CMR, = Desired Changes in meney reserves 

Equation I.3 is 

     

= os Tt tells : our fundanental equation Bf ae the banks 
us that the buciness Sector as a whole will borrow fr cere il Tee whenever its need for funds exceed its anticipated Hole oye rele money disbursements F and Chr play a perticularly ae . see Lait here, because they reflect the’ fesdback of past evenss Be Gaeuie financial need. In the Case nF finance charges F,; a a He BAER 
Pest borrowing shows UP in th pre Bink as finance cheyces oe eae due; and in the CéS® of the dosired change in money reserves LISh, , because the nced ts 

r mabe up any unwelcome declines in pest mingy 

an



  

Current eagregate demand D, is composed of the demand ee meterials 14 the demand for piSnt and equipment (gross fixe 
3 

ment) Te s and workers? and Capitalists? consumption demands Wh and CONKS respectively, 

  

1.4 o. = My + iS + CON, 2 CONR, 

4. Excess Demand i ie 

        

Gemand WE in «any Period is defined as the sCen current S89regate demand p and the current Paly of output a. 
t 

ToS E, = DY = a, 

Combining the GAPressions for 
1); *Q9regate supply (I. 

eggregate demand (1.4), and S9gregate ee Socata icy, and recalling that workers? consumption Cony : get ¢ Fquals their wages Wis WE 

at 1G, + CON, ct CONR, > Ma + Wes + DEP. + Pei 
t WW, da + MTGE SOED BONE, ~ (Pi 

cM, -M + a t 

le 8 = Beat lout CONR, - Es 

where A, and I, are Circulati MQ and £4; es deecribed . : . ents earlier “under equation T.= xed capital investm 

Fguation 1.46 is our fundamental equation o¢ effective demand. Tt telle us that the level of excess demand in an eriod is given the difference between the sum Of tota ee a expenditures tment in Circulating ang fined a ee “capitalist tion sxpenditures, and the Potential Profits contained in 
Nt output. Hote that when this GXCBRSS demand es positive ; realized profits Wid), (be Sree tiers meat ential profits. . = =lis 

  

    
   

  

Je The Link B= 

  

cen Excess Demand. «. i 

i 
; Torr Owing, and Loanable Funds     

In the preceding sections 

     
; ei. ha heave derived two fundamental > f equations, ot borrowing Be and the other for exces? ce - Put if gu beck ta the $, : it can ies © for i er * i E 

be veck into CAB letter. Thus zp. nets We see that ' €quation 1.3 

= 
- F BRA +H + FL +R + CHR, i mn 

ividen 
In this expression, the term R represents one eee payments made by firms, which is at fhe same time = 

7 2 i his into 
income (revenue) of the Capitalist class: Decomposing thi 
consumption CONR, and savings SAVR, 

1.7 Ry = CONF, + SAVR, 

* ee ; ‘ ai et 
we can then substitute into the borrowing equetion to ag 

a I Con _ + SAVR, + CNR 
x (A, + I+ CONR, PY? nO Be t t 

= Fe + SAVR, + CMR, ga E. 

= _ Ss ! . 
I.8 FE. = B. (Fy + SAVR, + CMR, ) 

ea 
The terms in Parentheses on the left ee aan buciness anticipated leakages of funds from the erpculsticn Sanita sedans sector as a whole: F., is the direct leakage to perce CAR in the form of planned finance payments; pelcaeguear ag only tha is anet leakage to the household sector, because kaa iby the Portion af wage and Gividend payments which Pe moe consumption Capitalists) which does not return back in ang #2 of funds from 

expenditures; and CMR, is the anticipated Leakage this means that Circulation to money FTeserves®d LIf CMR is negatives £ some other 
either the release of reserves or the availability co cf gold) is 
external source of funds (such es the direct peoeer oie ate demand 
anticipated. With this i;, mind, we can see that eee ane will be greater than aaqreqate supply 46, 2 G2 than the sum of 
purrect injestion of business craut B is greater “d -         eoit & = e rent @xcets aus 

aus cess and sersonal lea; But Becsuse oe rrewing implics 
depletes money TeServes, anc because current borre 
future finance Charges, current net injections o¢ 

link betreen 

episodes of excess de 

: insic there is alsa an intrin In effect, 

because the net inje 

Credit and future tere SPre ie mand carry the seeds of nae chee also carry ctions of credit which fuel the 

  
negation, 

: 
~ i see that 

over into the future 4S accelerated leskages- fac va rowth of 
this feedback Will play a Vital role in stabilizing the 9 the system. 

f ve can 
Finally, it is interesting to note that equation abe PT oasubne 

also be interpreter in terms of the supply and demand oe into the 
funds. To begin with, the total inflow of leoanable funds Fe gee banks (from the Private Sector alone, since we pee charges 
introduced a state S€ctor) is Simply the sum of a n to tor 
being paid by businesses, funds earmarked for additio 
subtraction from) to bu avings 

: 
a ersonal savi 

i SiNess money reserves, and Pp 
from capitalists, 

ia 

1.9? Total Inflow of L Go Snsble Funds = F, + CMR, + SAVR, On the other hand, 

wi a 

ui 

a = fund the total outflow of lsensble



    

mply busine:s borrowing (since beuseholds as a whole are net nders). 

1.10 Total Outflew of Loanable Funds = B 
t 

The difference between total outflow and total inflow is 4 measure of the private sector’s excess demand for bank funds. 

  

nd for Bank Funds = B - (Fy + CMR, + SAVR, ) 
guation 1.8, we know that the chove expression is 3 eggregate excess demend E,- 

4 ras _ mM
 

n m wn
 wu a im
 bi 3 a h
 G | im
 

Pr 3 mn
 

Ee a a w 

EE 

tells us that the Z 
2 time an excess g boom Ge d thus ten automatically rai esther things being equal, which in turn ultimately choking it off 

                              Gems 
aise th interest, 
feeds back on the boom, 
ng it. 

16 

     
and even Fevers] 

It is interesting to note that this important mechanism regeulsting cépitalist growth was essentially Overlooked by beth 
i and Kaliacki when they formulateg their respective theories of effective cenand. What i= more, while their critics forced them recognize that they had implicitly relied on “EreuGk inflation’ echid or increzeed bank * finance? (Keynes) se the crucial ation of r explanation of increascg Fi eee amie aclivity-® 

Pre OPUL OS ons Bibs 223, 226), Neither author ever really 
integrated this hoowledge into thsir arcuments, Instead. both chose to rely on the Premise that any exCess demand Pap Téaneble funds 
would be sccomadated without @ltering the tee cee Paes. just as they also ascuned that the BxCeSs demand Poe Commadieies and labor would leave prices and WAGES LNnCchahged, THE net effect was to insulate accumulation from all Price feedbacks. and shift the 
burden of adjustmant entirely onto Changes in quaHtitics, : 

   

   

    

  

   

  

  

   

The grest streneth of this emphasis on that it directed attention to a p effective demand iS Boy ARUSI undercenres ted aspect 
of the adjustment process. Bit 4 also es aioe wat Al Particularly severe Penalty: intern i - ally ener a became impossible to explain. Thus we get the 9&Nerated growth + 

   

      

    

shy = E = cing = iches of ancarn effective demand theories. The Meek cose Pee 

ar faneew Geewth path ies WPT Begs which Benders e171 
E pe yi Estah? 7 oe eee ore The Explanation of sustai ned growth then re suuiption of Some external] determined g0o eine uppe Pounds POSItiGned around Ye warranted grceth peth, 6 as to contain its inst = 2 

‘bility and channel it in oe 

id the halechien branch, 39 
. ; aie = of Qener ating growth on Mi One : it FOsaE oe Deus PaeiGe = such as waves of new “cts, new marhets, and new Tethods of Profuction vihich used tO ein bursts of growth.> MMi linecauy (1°94) Ch aA ea 7 » Ch 2 

2 upssed direction. Alternatively, we | 
which the system is stable but incepa 

    

    
   

We have already noted that neither Kalecki nor Keynes Been Ty account for the relation between the deficit finance ey . way and the consequent patterns of debt. As a result, oa aaa left for financial variables to condition the rate of a ee on seemed to be through the effect of the rate -of Eee nes investment decisions, This was the approach taken aoe Seu himself, Recently, this Same route has been Palen a ouL at authors (Taylor, 1985; Foley, 1995) as a means of eines Roar, the impesse generated by the apparent instability of grey aie oe theories of effective demand. But while the inp ence, oa 
interest rate movements is clearly important, it is Ges eee ae eno the central factor regulating accumulation. I would Se 4 feedback between finance, debt and eecugulae ony Fs fundamental mechanism. Thus even when the interest ne rr dete to be held conetant, say through some “appropriate eet ene to Policies, this latter mechaniem will turn aut to be pe tlce Eanane stabilize accumulation. The resulting theory of Fla Paternal is very much in the Classical Marxian tradition, see eDneeauene profitability of the system driving accumulation a pa that there debt burden regulating it. It also vitiates all Tere eae demand is an inherent contradiction between theories of e eG Lea eee and Classical theories of growth. The next eee develop a simple model embodying the above principies. 

  

       

vclical Growth Im A Macroeconomic Model of Internally Generated Cy = 

i develcped To begin with, let us reproduce our previously 
= aggregete fundamental equations for aggregate excess demand E. and 9g 

borrowing a 

TT. ll t A, + I. + CONR, - Py 

T1.2 6 u t = Fy + SAVR, + CMR, + EB, 

smaents In what follows, we will abstract altogether from Thin i due 
of dividends by firms, ana hence from rentier iricome. within o 
merely to highlight tne fact that the central pet ene and nat 
model lie squarely within the circuit °of capital itself, h we will 
within any subsidiary Circuits of persenal revenue. SORMa IS the not pursue the matter here it ceusoee nie to show +s in any 
inclusion of personal Savings doss not change our ren eavines substantial way. C€The real “tecree of treeting Barro e Se “annual 
turns out to lies in Keeping track of the relationship ee at Savings flow, the Corresponding <beck of financial asee ae tes feeds, and the interest income which it earns] 1 oe ee 
this assumption is made, 44 foMows: that Rotiig Gaps cele ee BES consumption CONR and per 2 = SAVR, are FerQ, 50 7 

ie i t sonal savings © t 
equations IIl.1-1172 above reduce to 

U.S ESA * t= p 

11.4 By ie CHR, +E



1. Stochs and Flows of Maney Reserves 

The nmext step in our analysis is to specify the determinants 

of the desired changes in money reserves CMR,. The simplest way to 

do this is to assume that firms wish to maIntain constant money 
levels, and that in each period the desired changes in 

- Ss is the amount necessary to bring them up to the proper 

This iS the mast basic form of stock-flows adjustment 

ism, and is sufficient for our purposes. It should be noted, 
ver, that an eesumption such as a constant ratio of desired 

money reserves ta output will only strengthen our results because 
it will incresse the debt burden and thus further stabilize the + 

Lem. 

    

      

   » Q@iven a constant target level of money reserves, 
ired addition to money reserves in any period will equal the 
ed depletion of money reserves in the last Period. Hut 

   

    
since borrewing in any period has been acsumed to be already 
per edt on maintainance of desired levels of money reserves in 

the 2 of expected receipts (as indicated by the presence af the 
term in the fundamental finance equation I.3 above), any 

unsipected run down of reserves can only if actual receipts are 

below eapected ones — i-@. if demand turns out to be less than bele 2;pecte . 

This means that the desired change in money reserves in 
sea is ¢imply the negative of the excess demand in the last 
a pe = 

pericd. 

11.6 CHR, = — E,_y 

cubstitute the above relation into our fundamental 
we new : 

If we can write 
equation of finances 

11.7 B, =F, * Ey ~ Fes 

i Ss ice 
2. Borrewing and Debt Serv 

$11 deal with the issue in the simplest 

i o acsume that all debt must be paid back, 

This means that the finance charges 

Once agains; WE 

Possible ways, which is t¢ A 

with interest. in one perio Fo 

3 be written a> 
im eny peried can 

11.8 Fo = (14178 

. mt sui (B > © or 
zi . -+ pate on both borrowing- t-1 d 

She dee) Che aptereee eee we gubstitute this result into the 
lending (B €< o) y fir 

borrowing Sedation 11.7, we get 

DU ae ea ey 8 EL Epo g 

“S. Circulating Capital Investment and the Expansion of Output 

We noted in section I.1 above that current output Q@, is the result of input Purchases M,_, and W _, made in the previous year. 
If we define the profit margin on thésé prime costs as m, then 

Il.10 m= P sith +W 
ey t-1) 

so that with a constant profit margin 

PL- PL, = - 7 ak ae 
But from the definition of accumlation in circulating capital {equation 1.3), the above term in brackets is simply A, 4: 

II.11 ES z 
Pew Ped i he 4 

We therefore fing that the rate of change of potential profit 
(surplus value) in any given period is proportional to the level of 
Circulating capital investment in the preceding period. 

4. Accumulation and the availability of Internal Finance 

We have seen that businesses must finance their expenditure 
plans ,praor to carrying them out, and that it is the resulting expenditures which in turn form the basis for the actual scales in 
that period. Because excess demand E, is the difference between actual sales and output offered it is also the difference between actual aggregate profits im t ancl potential profits Pys so that 

Lr. 13 p* =P +E 
42 t t 

for ee cee we Consider the internal finance actually avsilsble 

caaieL tor mre io this same period, it is clear that actual profit 
an part of this fund because it is itself the reeult 

Fallows ae nee fhe peeetuces. 9 [Kalecki (1965), pp. 45-48)] It s tha : ae et 
period are available cq)” the profits realized in the erevicus 
period, & component of internal finance in this 

Debt follows a 
actually borrowed in th 
8S a component of fin 

Similar Pattern, in that it is the funds 
@ last periag which reappear in the present 
ance inter available for accumulsti But he i = A Nally evar ls = eet horvosiua: at 1S a strictly negative one, since past 

andre pal Bue aie Teeeceent otiggtson to: pay nok only the 
SO interest, fs such, the very borrowing that helped realize Past Profite its toll on 

S ust on fp 
: 

mus ow take Present 

The net result of the 
fund internally available 
Period t (end of periadg t=1) 
Past period, minus that porti 

ebove considerations is that the 
for accumulation at the : 
is the actual Profit 
on which is Already o 

total 
Beginning af 

realized in the 
Pligsate to dont 
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nervice. 

  

x 4a) ¥ = i = - i Il a ane ee Eley S1Pp Sana sneie 
As we can sce from the above equation, when past supply and 

and Balance (E, , =0) and there is no borrowing (& = 0), then internally available funds in this period are simply equal to 
rast) potential profit (surplus value). This is of course the 

  

x's basic result. 

Now, as Marx so frequently emphasized, capitalists accumulate ecsuss the production of surplus value is the very aim of the circuit of capital, and because every successful negotiation of this circuit lands them in new territory in which the lure of ever reater profit and the threat of ever hungry competitors combine ta 

    

  
    

   

    

  

e them forward, From this point of view, the capitalist Z is inherently expansive, in the specific sense that c élists always try to accumulate, Moreover, Since individual f 
end even whole industries can expand at the there is always an incentive to accumulate 5 profits exist. Thus itis Profit, both enticipeted, which drives the system forward, 

expense of 

as long as 

actual and 

The strength of the tendency to accumulate can be ex ; 1 E : ‘pressed as 
the ratio of current circulating capital expenditures t Oo current 

       

potential profits (surplus value). This ratio will generally be determined by several factors, ranging from the level and trends of ; to warious expected cains, We need to make no sion shout these factors. Instead, it is sufficient “thst this ratio will increase or decrease 

correzponding ratio of total internally available 
potential profit increases or decreases, 

whenever the 

funds xX toa 

= /P AL/P A : e CCX =P t eeagt Pig + 4} t-1 ag fP ] 

which from 11.14 yields 

= . +k CE - a1 1.15 A/Pp © Apy/Pey ey HB pvR 17 

Equation 11.15 is our accumulation reaction function. 

4. Differential Equation Form 

Eefore we proceed furthers 2S useful to consolidate the 
preceding results, and to translate them into differential equation 
form ¢o as to facilitate the proofs of madel to be developed. 
Gsthering the basic relations derived so far, we get 

TS Ey = Ay Hei, = Py ' 

11.9 By = (1+i7B,_, + E, - Eee 

Pi.90 Py SPE ag = Apes 

Weis ApfPy PAL /Py_y FH PSEg iy OB, y/P,_ 4] 
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11.16 Pp? 

let us initially assume that net fixed investment is 
conventional 

immedi ately 

net investment 
employment. 

  

Next, we express the same results in differential equation 
form, where a prime is used to indicate the time derivative of a 

variable, and the time index of a variable is implicit. 

Tl.146 E=A+ 1-6 

IIl.17 Be = cH + & 

mA. 

TI.19 (A/P)* = kote - (1+c) BR) /P I 

where c = expli) - 1 = the interest factor, which a 
spproximately equal toe the interest rate i. 

S. The Medium Run 

. . f * r model, As the first step in exploring the properties Dae wienin 

such an assumpt2on would 

because it is this level of 

: evel of output and 

different, because 

effective demand theories, 
imply a stationary state, 

which essentially determines the 1 
But in our case, the result is very 

     

  

5 aes ‘ es 20 the absence of fixed investment the eysteo fe ecru G¥clically onto a balanced growth path- To see this, i 2 and 
then pone all variables as a proportion of surplus valu ? 

educe the system to two basic equations. 
P= : 1.14, 18 aia eo ies @ = E/P, b = BYP, and a = A/Ps; equations I : : 

ecome (for zera fixed investment) 
1T.20) @ = a-4 

AP PP a ais 
t:., 2 ie 7a?) ss koe <= (1+c)b) 

Fro 

Pe PEE ter a’, so that 11.22 becomes 
Tr.2 > 

“ee Kim « (+e)b9 

In the ese : = B/F “S52 Of the finance equation Tiei7., SENEe b 

b’/b = Hey 
BEB - ? 

=c + eye _,° + (E*/EXE/B - Pere 7/P 
= c+ (e P'/Presb + (prypresb — P 22 P/F = ma = ‘He/sb 4 mat cince from 11.44 from I-21 

“* e'/b + me 4 to taro 4} since 2 EF =i 
£0 that . , 
11.24 p 2.



Equations I1.23%-24 summarize the essential structure of our model as a system of two nonlinear differential equations. However, the mathematical structure of this can be simplified even further by defining = = e —-b and rewriting II.23-24 to get 

0 | 7 = kle(l+ce) - ce + (1+c)b] = -kee + k(l+e)2 

ae =) Oe ich — ce + ce + mez + mz = +ce + (m-c)z + mez 
This gives us our final version. 

such a system has several remark 
all, it has a simple equilibrium point for which e=0 and z=0 (so thet b=9).9 (Sanchez, 1968, PP. 84-87] Secondly, for any single disturbance the system is (generally cyclically) convergent around this equilibrium point for all positive values of the reaction coefficient k&, as long as the interest factor\c is less thaa the rate on return on circulating Capital m (see Appendix A). Thirdly, the fact that the balance point contains e=o implies that that the system autcematically converges around balanced growth (at a rate of growth equal to the rate of Profit si Racha 
both capitalist consumption and fixed j 
fact that the balance point contains b= 
is self-financing on average, with periods Of excess demand for commodities and far bank funds being regularly succeeded by pericds of excess supply in both. Finally, when we introduce random hocks 
to represent the anarchy of capitalist Production, the system 
cycles endlessly around the basic growth path, The overall picture, in other words, is one in which the fluctuations of demand = and supply serve to keep the system 9scillating around (maximum) expanded reproduction. 

nce we have abstracted from nvestment), Fourthly, the Oo implies that accumulation 

Figure 1 illustrates the typical phase diagram response of e and = toa single shock, Figure 2 shows their corresponding moxcments over time, and Figure 3 shows the Parallel responses of the level of circulating capital accumulation A and of potential 
profit (eurplus value) F. This latter diagram makes it 
particularly clear that the system is stable around the balanced growth path. Figures 4-S then show the Cyclical behavior of the 
system over successive intervals as it is subjected to random 
Pertubations representing the anarchy of capitalist production. 

We now reintroduce fixed investment expenditures I. Going back to the original system in equations 11-16-19, we define the Proportion of fixed investment expenditures in potential profit {surplus value) as g,,and the portion of surplus value in excess of 
fixed investment as P". Thus ' 

9=1/P , and Pp" =F -I = Flt-g) 

: # Then the whole equation set can be rewritten in terms of FP. 

Il.27 E=A- fp 

11.28 HB’ = cB + E 

Il.29 pi = mA, where m* = m(i-qg) 

It .30 carp*) > = kOte - (140) 2) /P"] 

The above system is structurally identical to the panier pare Circulating Capital model, with the exception that the stabi ne 
Condition now becemes i < m(i-g). However, this Coe ee 
really equivalent to the earlier one, since it simply requires tal ee rate of interest be less than the rate of return on tota (fixed and Circulating) capital advanced. 

If we can assume that the fixed investment share ae bee 
relatively slow to change in comparison to the PPS eee s Circulating capital share a, then over the "medium run pater any given level of the investment share 9g. the system ted tos tebe around e=0 and b=0 juet os before. It should be the -Neidehtal ly, that the ump iiony wore robustness of : investment 

BS cust gt a Static 

assumption of the é 
share is merely a dynamic version oOo E : : n. Keynesian about the investment level in the short ru 

xcess demand tends 

the circulating 

to center around 

to scot interestingly of all, the fact that e& uctuate around zero implies that the sum of 
Bos 

: 
eo aod fixed capital investment shares tends 

SE@ equation IT.16). re, 
TI. 

+ 89 9: = 1, on average 
Now 1 zB Lua aN is above normals and the ease the level of Capacity utizization 3 

  

: Then, 
‘ : s. Beene xed investment share g rises in response to png Os verina 

Capit ean this may initially set off a boom, ae carrespanging amount, oF fad wild eventually be lowered oy apaci FY i 
nat 

real = 
he o p 4 

sgee ontrast tot ed staci,. fis t is in striking © ive desand 
lecsicg - *5s (on t as implicit res wt section will] tenn ae Marni an 2a, ptber hand, aeat stirs The next 5 

1 
Ss acct Pate the importence 

oF this point. 
2 THE Long Fe 

We ha 
riod over whi *® Previgu- : as the pe the gth® fined Co U°USlY defined the medium run latively stable 20 G face Of Var Fie 

5 
investment share 9g Pan this a ehen 
ing 2 ama se a: IB PAPEUN stung Cokae cy investment ay a- ee 

9a leve)] defined ny g (equation Dhseh it 

found that lations 

*d5ust itsel; 

We how define 
ned ‘ e fi the long Bin we: Oke period over which th



capital investment share changes in response to discrepancies 

between the actual and normal levels of capacity utilization. 

Defining the normal capacity utilization as 100%, we write the 
fined capital reaction function as 

11.33 q’?/g = hu — 1) 

where u = the actual level of capacity utilization (a variable) 

h = the reaction coefficient (a positive constant) 

To complete this system, we note that capacity utilization u 
is defined as 

u = G/N = (O/F) (KF/N) (P/EF) 

‘ 

where @ = actual output 

N = output at normal capacity utilization 
Kf = the stock of fixed capital 

F = potential profit (surplus value), as before 

But output @ = Ke + P, where Ke = input costs, so that O/F = 
(Ke + P)/P = Ke/P + 1 = 1/m + 1, where m = profit margin on costs. 
We have already assumed a constant profit margin on costs (equation 
TI.10). In addition, since we are abstracting from technical 
change, the capital/normal output ratio Kf/N = y is constant. Then 

11.33 u=n (P/KF), where n = (1/m +1)¥ 

u?/u = FP? /P — KF? SEF 

But P'/F = ma from equation 11.29, @4 = 1=9 from 11.31 

I/P, KF? = I = net investment, and P/Kf = u/n from 115s; /e0 thet 

uw? /u = ma — I/KF = m(i-g) - CI/PIPyK¢ 

11.34 u’/u =m — mg — gu/n 

Equations I1.32 and 11.34 form a complete 1ang Pima didn: 

11.33 g?/g =-h + hu 

I-35 w/a m - mg — gu/n 

Such a system has the remarkable Property that it j { ei 

the point u = 1 (see Appendix BY. This means that ¢ Bane 
displacement, the system tends tg Retard Pa: end or ay 

utilization. More importantly, in the pone “ise aetna 

representing a multitude of concrete pace Se ee 

ances, the system tends tq cycle endlessly are 

Suey iiongaly mest? Ge esn5c ity 
Sinc aa a2 Wesel 

‘eetment share is a 19ng run Brddeey, netesreten a ce 

cycle ie lenger than that correspénding beans Kase t 
irculating capital epagc: In other words, we Fee a aparad 

is for both a medium ren and a long run cyele: ESE OCe tt 
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Taken together, our medium run and long run systems constitute 

a full model of the interaction of effective demand, accumulation 
and finance. They provide theoretical foundation for genereting 

two distinct types of business cycles. And most importantly, they 
Provide a natural basis for connecting the Marxian focus on 

Production and potential profitability with the modern emphesis on 

effective demand and realized profits. In this sense, they 

Provide an alternative to the Keynesian and Kaleckian approaches to 

the question of effective demand. 

; Many aspects of this approach remain to be developed. ie 

instance, it can be shown that if one keeps proper track of the 
relation between savings flows, stocks, and interest income, the 

consideration of personal savings does not change our Ee 
results, Conversely, the introduction of sustained government 
deficit spending introduces a new factor, in that it gives rise to 

is Corresponding sustained excess demand. This seems to provide F 

ormal basis for the Classical link between deficit spending an 
introduces 

the 

This 

inflation, 
yet another 
System seems 
too i- 

tatty, @ tal lie tential rete of profit 
g potentia 5 set of patterns. in which after a certain pene 

to switch from stable cycles to unstable ones. 
S very suggestive of Classical Marxist arguments. 

resented here 

models of 28 
that this 

tegrating 

gs Needless to say, the particular formalizations Pp 

Cyelicsyo” means the only ones which can genet ee 
clase ae Y. growing economy. The important thing ie FA 

&ffecti models seems ta provide a very fruitful way 
*ve demand, cycles and growth. 

AFFENDIY a. « 
X Ar STABILITY OF THE MEDIUM RUN SYSTEM 

Th i © basic system is given by 
lIllos > “9 8" = -kee + k(1l+c)2 
Il.26 2 

~ SE > tm-eyz = mez 
in i which the Jacobian is 

ke 

Js k(1+c) 
a 

' me —(m-c) = me bove 
n sni € the eo 

form SPite of it ’ system oO = 

S nonlines ter a Vat cen te 

aetUced from tyne EMM ibrium: ciat 0,0 whose ie chee 1963, 
AP. 84g he Jacobia lum point ©; tnis point Sanche 
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-ke k(1+c) 
J. = 2 
o =c —(m-c) 

and its trace and determinants are 

Tre = -Eke + (m-c)] < O for any positive k and m > ec > 0 (rate of return on circulating Capital investment > rate of interest) 

Det = kclm-c) + kellte) = kellt+m) > 0 

The system is therefore stable around the (sink). What is more, it can be shown that for 
values of k the system is smoothly Convergent, 
values its convergence is oscillatory. 

Origin e=0, z=0 
small and large 

but for intermediate 

Appendix EB: STABILITY OF THE LONG RUN SYSTEM
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